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Safe-Zone Workshop
Kicks Off Coming
Out Week At Pacific
Jesse Voelkert

STAFF WRITER

Elizabeth Youngberg, Amanda Wilens & Eric Rangel performing at" the
2010 LipSync Contest.

Fall Festival
011 Starts This
riday at Pacific

Schedule of Events Inside!

Sara Menges
NEWS EDITOR

Every year the University of the Pacific hosts a weekend for
parents, families, alumni, and students to come together and
lelebrate the Pacific experience. This year's Pacific Fall Festival
Tall be this weekend from Friday October 14th to Saturday
Pctover 16th.
This tradtion at Pacific will host numerous events and
Ictivities on Pacific's campus as well as in the Stockton
|ommunity.
Events include Tiger Basketball's Midnight Mania,
Pacific Theatre Art's Antigone, and Pacific's annual LipSync
lompetition. For a complete list of the 2011 Fall Festival
[chedule please see inside on page 2.
Parents and family who wish to participate in or attend any
vents please register for the Fall Festival on the Pacific website,
fhere is a fee of $40 per person which will increase to $50 per
•erson on the day of the event. It is free for Pacific students to
ittend and and they do not need to register.
I Additionally, there is also an option to make reservations for
linner on Saturday night in the River Room from 5:30pm to
|:oopm.
For questions or more information please contact the Office
f New Student and Family Programs at (209)9467-619.

On Monday, October
10th, the PRIDE Alliance at
University of Pacific started
off "Coming Out" week with
a "Safe-Zone" workshop at
the Multicultural Center on
campus. The event began
with introductions between
the 25 or so people who
attended the workshop,
where each attendee gave
their name and preferred
gender pronoun.
The goals of the safezone workshop were: to
increase awareness and
sensitivity to the LGBTQIA
community, identify allies,
identify safe spaces, increase
visibility, and help create
a diverse campus culture.
LGBTQIA stands for Lesbian
Gay Bisexual Transgender
Questioning/Queer Intersex
Asexual/Allies, and statistics
shown at the event estimate
that one in ten people fall
within LGBTQI.
The workshop included
slides detailing what it
means to be an ally, such
as avoiding stereotypes and
making assumptions. Also
included were strategies
that can be used in order to
show sensitivity and create
a supportive environment
in which people can feel
comfortable expressing their
sexual orientation.
Group participation was
required during some of the
workshop. Part of the agenda
involved skits that were

sticker,
which
signifies
the person underwent the
program and is willing to
discuss issues regarding
sexual orientation. When
asked about the event,
Ginny
Durakovich,
a
Junior at University of
the Pacific and Safe-Zone
liaison commented "It was
awesome! I didn't expect so
many people to show up!"
This specific program has
been going on for several
years. "This program has
been going on since I've
been here," she continued.
"I'm really excited about this
coming out week."
Other events so far have
included Tuesday's "Coming
Out Forum"at the Janet Leigh
Theatre in which personal
stories from members of the
PRIDE Alliance regarding
Jesse Voelkert their coming out experiences
Ginny Durakovich speaking at the were shared. On Wednesday,
"Safe Zone" Workshop.
there was a discussion of the
history behind LGBTQI, with
used to exemplify the use of topics such as the historical
gender-neutral
pronouns, significance
of
major
as well as a group mental symbols like the rainbow flag.
exercises where attendees Tonight, Thursday, there will
were
asked
to
place be a theatre showing of the
themselves into the shoes movie "I Love You Phillip
of somebody whose sexual Morris" starring Jim Carrey
orientation is the minority. and Ewan McGregor at 8pm
Throughout the workshop in the Janet Leigh Theatre.
questions were asked, and Coming Out week will be
discussion amongst the concluded Friday, with a
group was encouraged.
new event - a drag race and
At the end of the workshop, BBQ at the UC lawn at 5pm,
attendees were able to sign which will feature a foot race
an Ally Commitment form between people wearing
to become a representative clothes of the opposing
of the LGBTQIA community. gender as well as food from
Those who signed up also Kinders.
received
a
"Safe-Zone"
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You"Make a
Difference Day
Hosted at Pacif i
it

A WEEKEND FOR PARENTS
FAMILIES AND STUDENTS

R14-16,2011

Schedule of Events
Friday, October 14th
Time
5.00 pm
6.00 pm
7.30 pm
8.00 pm
9.00 pm

Event
Fall Festival Check-in begins
Orange and Black Scrimmage
Pacific Jazz Ensemble
Antigone - Opening Night
Midnight Mania

Location
Outside Klein Family Field
Klein Family Field
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
The Long Theater
Faye Spanos Center

Saturday, Oct<Dber15th
Time
7.00 am
8.00 am
- 3.00 pm
8.00 am
10.00 am
10.00 am
12.00 am
12.30 pm
4.30 pm
5.30 pm
7.30 pm
8.00 pm
8.00 pm

Event
Early Morning Workout
Fall Festival Check-in

Location
Baun Fitness Center
DeRosa Center Lobby

Breakfast with the President

President's House

Back to School
Pacific Rugby Scrimmage
Lunch and Campus Festival
Pacific Baseball Alumni Game

TBA
Gardemeyer Field
DeRosa Center Lawn
Klein Family Field

Happy Hour
Dinner with your student
Newman Catholic Community
Mass
Antigone
Dueling Pianos

The Lair
The River Room
Morris Chapel
The Long Theater
The Lair

Sunday, Octc>ber 16th
Time
7.00 am
8.00 am
8.30 am
10.00 am
2.00 pm
2.00 pm

Event
Early Morning Workout
Head of the Pacific - Fall Classic
Regatta
Interfaith Information
Fair,
service and breakfast
NFL Game: 49ers
Antigone
Pacific Choral Concert
•5

Location
Baun Fitness Center
Morelli Park / Weber Point
Morris Chapel
The Lair
The Long Theater
Morris Chapel

looking for "sophomores a
juniors so they can get t
experience they need to
competitive if they wish to jor
Tables and labels. That was She was hoping for educate
basically all that was present majors who also have knowle
when entering the conference in agriculture, environment a
room of the new Alex and Jeri Spanish or French.
Vereschagin Alumni House
In contrast to the travel
on Tuesday October nth. In lifestyle o f the P e a c e C o r
conjunction with the Pacific John Huber of the San .Joaq
Alumni Association, the Career Sheriff's Department prom
Resource Center hosted the the department as an optior
third Make a Difference Day, but stay local. He wanted to gei
the first "You" Make a Difference word out about how she
Day at Pacific.
differ from the police- A
The "you" was implied for not 30 years in this career, He
only Pacific students, but the d e s c r i b e d t h e b e s t s k i l l t o z
organizations involved because is the "gift of gab". He contir
they all make a difference. Kaye on to explain that there is rr
Mooney of the Career Resource to the job than most realize s
Center described the event as an as the great need of people s.
extension of the MOVE program
Liza Cruz and Gloria Par:
to "introduce freshman to how were also in need of pthey can make a difference." with people skills. They Christine Haruta, also from to represent the American
the Career Resource Center, Cross. Cruz and Parham
described how the event was looking for event coord ir even more so different from They also described
most campus job fairs since volunteer work, internship c
it was "free for agencies to as a local occupation for he!
come and specifically focus on with local disasters, another
community service."
to give back to the comm _
There were a wide range and make a difference.
of association representatives
Other organizations
including
Lisa
Jordan, were present include the C University of the Pacific alumni, for Land-Based Learning, C
who represented the Women's the Skies, Inc., Federal B r
Center of San Joaquin County. of Investigation, Gospel C The center is for women who Rescue Mission, Great V
have experienced domestic Center, Mediation Cent;
violence or sexual assault, but San Joaquin, SAND LA. Nat
Jordan wanted to emphasize Laboratories,
Calif:
that this is not a problem for only Conservation Corps, St :
women to worry about: "we're Arts Commission, United "S
in a movement so we're always San Joaquin County, STP~
pushing for social change. It can and the YMCA of San J
be tiring; it is messy, but it is County. Students of va:
everybody's problem."
majors and academic star
Each organization stood for attended.
a problem or multiple problems
When asked why he :
to fix. Joe Salazar, representing to the event, Jordan Tr
the Disabled American Veterans replied, "to me, it's realty _
charities of San Joaquin, was networking and meetir: i
looking for students with skills people." If you could not a
and interests in an unpaid it to the event, it is not to-,
internship for writing grants.
-look into organizationNicole Voorhees from the are interested in and r ;
Peace Corps was specifically difference.

Miks Montalbo

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Rachel Zedeck
Speaks at Pacific
Lydia Wassan

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Occupy Sacramento
Civil Unrest at Our Doorstep

Karla Cortez

COPY EDITOR

Civil
unrest
started
gathering in the streets of
Sacramento starting last
Thursday at 9AM as scores
of people headed to Occupy
Sacramento at Cesar Chavez
Park. Even rain this weekend
did not stop protesters who
took tarps and tents for the
bad weather.
"We're tougher than
that: we're Americans," said
Laney, "Americans don't just
lay down when they come
across adversity. Americans
stand up and Americans
do what's right." Laney, a
small business owner was
concerned with the economy
nit others like Autumn
Thomas call attention to

education. "These tuition
hikes are killing off people
who historically would have
been able to go college, like
myself."
Others wielded signs
saying things like, "Heal
America, Tax Wall Street,"
"We are the 99 percent" and
"Another working stiff for
economic justice." According
to the Occupy Sacramento
Facebook page which has
already racked up 4,283likes
so far, the movement is a
regionalized version of the
Occupy Wall Street ideals
that began in New York City
which is mainly protesting
against social and economic
inequality, corporate greed
and the influence of corporate
lobbyists on government
among other concerns.

Occupy Sacramento in
its description on the group
page states, "To be clear, this
is a march and strike in direct
challenge to Governor Jerry
Brown and the legislature's
austerity
measures
in
California. The budget "fixes"
proposed will come down
on the backs of the most
vulnerable, while continuing
to provide coiporate welfare,
funds and use of California
National Guard in wars of
aggression, and a regressive
tax structure."
The
protest
then
continuess regardless of the
20 arrests made on Thursday
and 14 on Saturday because
of sleeping at the Park while
it was closed. Protesters
claim they will remain until
at least October 15th.

Pacific Long Theatre
Arts' Features Antigone
Starting This Weekend
sister of a fallen warrior,
defends her religious right to
bury her brother against the
King of Thebes, who decreed
Antigone (pronounced an- that the warrior should be
-gone) will be performed at left on the battle scene to
e Long Theatre on selected be harmed by wild animals.
ays from October 14th to the As the heroine, she puts up
3rd. Please see the schedule strength and raises possible
n page 2 for specific dates questions for the audience
or Fall Festival 2011.
about themes within law and
The play is led by Pacific morality that could apply to
eater Arts' director Gary modern society as well.
agnac, and is derived
The show will generally
rom a tragedy by Sophocles. start at 8PM except on the
Drama ensues as Antigone, 16th, 22nd and 23rd, when

iffany Ting,

VEBSITE ADMINISTRATOR

it will start at 2PM. Tickets
will be sold at the Box Office,
located at the Long Theatre,
to the general public, for $15,
Pacific members for $12, and
seniors for $10.
To buy through other
means, call (209) 946-2474
or go to go.pacific.edu/
tickets.
For more information,
see
http://www.pacific.
edu/College-of-the-Pacific/
Antigone.html.

Rachel
Zedeck,
self-proclaimed
agroentrepreneur, and worldrenown Social Entrepreneur
spoke to a crowd of about
50 listeners last Thursday,
October 6, in the Bechtel
International
Center.
Zedeck's Social Business,
Backpack
Farm,
works
to
increase
sustainable
agricultural
production
for farmers in Kenya by
selling starter kits that fit
in a backpack. Zedeck is
passionate about the issue of
food security and insists that
hunger in East Africa can
be avoided by using better
farming practices.
Zedeck spoke about the
huge amount of energy

and commitment it took
for the Backpack Farm to
finally take-off, and added
some personal lessons for
the crowd of budding social
entrepreneurs.
"It was
really refreshing to hear her
speak so honestly about the
process of starting a Social
Business," stated Shannon
Chapman, Vice President
for the Council of UniversitySocial Entrepreneurs, "We
are so happy to have hosted
someone so high-caliber at
our meeting."
Ms. Zedeck was presented
the Global HeroesAward from
the Global Center for Social
Entrepreneurship, presented
by Jerry Hildebrand. Zedeck
was also a speaker at TEDx
San Joaquin that was hosted
in the UC Ballroom at Pacific
on Wednesday October 12.

J

Pacific Free The
Slaves to Host
Information Night
Christiana Oatman
PERSPECTIVES EDITOR

A
new
organization
dedicated to social activism
and awareness has started at
Pacific. Founded by Allyson
Seals and Sara Menges, Pacific
Free the Slaves is a chapter
in a larger organization
dedicated to stopping human
trafficking. Pacific is the
first chapter in northern
California. The group will
have its first meeting today at
7:30PM in the Grace Covell
Tiger Lounge.
"Sara and I are very
interested in the crisis known
as modern-day slavery. In my
professional career, I want
to continue to fight towards
fighting modern-day slavery
and helping women and
children around the world. It
is absolutely tragic that people
do not know that slavery still
exists," Co-President, Allyson
Seals said. "I hope that Pacific
Free the Slaves opens the eyes

of many Pacific students and
individuals in the Stockton
community."
The chapter's goals are to
raise awareness of modern
day slavery and raise funds
for the general organization.
The first meeting will be an
introduction to the topic,
including videos and facts
about human trafficking.
"Even if people are not
interested
in
becoming
members, we urge people to
at least come to leam more
about the huge slave industry
that still exists today," Seals
added.
The
organization's
faculty advisor is Dr. Marcia
Hernandez from the Sociology
Department,
and
the
organization is still looking
for a treasurer and secretary.
Please attend the meeting
if you're interested. More
information can be found by
contacting a_seals@u.pacific.
edu or s_menges@u.pacific.
edu.
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The World Loses an Icon
MHtit
eiowi»
Will you/did
you attend
Coming Out
Week events?
Why or
not?
"Yes, I'll attend all or most
the events. It sounds really
interesting and being able to
understand and being able to
be tolerant of homosexuality
is really important in the
world today, so I want to
increase my understanding of
it all."
#Jin Kim,

C.O. 2012

"I'll more than likely attempt
to participate in some of the
events being held. I'd like to
show my support and pride
in the gay community on and
off campus. Although some
people, gay or straight, may
not participate, I feel that
even just a brief amount of
time given can help bring
upon a more welcoming
environment in an area that
needs it."
#Anthony Villegas,

C.O. 2014

\es, I will because I really
think its important for lgbt
people to know that there
are people supporting them
especially in times like these
when there are so many news
reports on gay bullying and
suicides resulting from that
bullying."
#Amy Quach,

C.O. 2013

Ruben Dominguez

SPORTS EDITOR

Albert Einstein. Thomas
Edison. Henry Ford. All
of these historical figures
have been used to describe
the genius, visionary, and
influence of our time that
was former Apple CEO
and founder Steve Jobs.
On Wednesday, October
5, 2011, the world lost
Jobs at age 56 due to
complications from a rare
form of pancreatic cancer.
How can the life of a
man who dropped out of
Reed College and went on
to become close company
with the likes of Bill Gates,
Bob Iger, Steve Wozniak,
and George Lucas be put
into context? Perhaps the
comparisons to Einstein,
Edison, and the like are
appropriate in Jobs' case.
Adopted at the age
of 5 by Paul and Clara
Jobs, Steve Jobs attended
Homestead High School
in Cupertino, CA, often
traveling to Palo Alto to
hear after school lectures
at the Hewlett-Packard
Company.
Jobs
was
hired there as a summer
employee, working with
future Apple co-founder
Steve
Wozniak.
After
enrolling and dropping.
out of Reed College, Jobs
was hired by Atari as a
technician.

Once he had saved enough
money, Jobs took a trip to
India to visit guru Neem
Karoli B^iba with his good
friend and future first Apple
employee
Daniel
Kottke.
After becoming a Buddhist
and experimenting with LSD,
Jobs returned to Atari to help
create the game Breakout, an
early influence of Apple.
In
1976,
Jobs
and
Wozniak, along with former
Intel manager and engineer
Mike Markkula, founded the
company that would grow
into one of the largest and
most powerful in the world:
Apple. After ten years of
unstable management, Jobs
was fired by the man whom he
had brought in to manage his
company, former Pepsi-Cola
executive John Sculley. That
was not a misprint. In 1985,
Steve Jobs was fired from
Apple.
That same year, Jobs
founded NeXT Computer.
With financing from billionare
and
future
Independent
Presidential candidate Ross
Perot, Jobs introduced several
new features (sharing video,
graphics, and voice via email)
that would be prominent in
future Apple computers.
Jobs
purchased
The
Graphics
Group
from
Lucasfilm in 1986. That
group would be later be
named "Pixar". Jobs would
be credited as a producer
in Pixar's first feature film,

silver
sen
Essentia:
Jobs ereatec
future.
On the o(j
hand, Jobs
not
a
pop:;
boss.
Descry
as
having
d e m a n d
managestyle, Jobs
often
dee:
by his emp ,
for
his
veii
abuse
to - 2
them. Sor>
his
emp!
were
under:
Chinese ch0:
working
and taxing
in
swear-;
- a violat:
AFP/Getty Images human
is s
Apple
as a
com:
Toy
Story.
Eventually,
prom
Apple bought NeXT in 1996, of censorship,
bringing Jobs back to the uniformity while derr.
company he founded twenty expression. Apple dev c e often pricey and repet::
years earlier.
with
few updates and ch
From
then
until his
resignation as CEO in August in between. To some,
of this year, Jobs would be is trying to create the
the driving force behind of 1984 (ironically. A:
the creation of a giant in produced a commercial :
the
technological
world. year which introduced
Countless
Macs,
iPods, Macintosh and urged \-ie«
iPhones, and iPads later, to "not make 1984 like 198
Regardless of the
Apple has become arguably
the largest and most popular opinions on Jobs, the
technological company in the doubting his impact
world of technology
world.
While the growth and world as a whole,
construction of a corporate companies Jobs has
giant
is
undoubtedly ancl been affiliate:
impressive, it is Jobs' legacy Apple, Atari,- Disrn
and perception around the Phar, Lucasfilm,
world that is hotly debated. To 'ias forever
chang
some, he's a god and genius; way we interact with
to others, a thief and dictator. other and share and
On
one hand, Jobs, vital information. Sir.:
according to Wozniak, "gave death, Kniteraft Co r:r.
mankind the greatest tools Minnesota-based
we have ever seen." Where that makes Jobs' fai
would the world be without black turtleneck sweaterthe incredibly advanced and tripled production. Eve:
helpful technology created by W e s t b o r o B a p t i s t C h u n :
Apple? There are billions, if gotten involved, critici
not trillions, of Apple products Jobs for, according to
currently in use today. Jobs opinion, giving no glor
is listed as inventor or co- God and teaching sir.,
inventor of 338 US patents plan to picket Jobs' fur.
and
patent
applications. The criticism was pes
Jobs gave people ways to be on Twitter and was seV.
creative and inspiring, just iPhone.
The world has been f
like himself.
He helped create Pixar, changed by Steve Jobs
which has produced a whole is an accomplishmer
other kind of magic on the legacy anyone would w a:

13, 2011
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6 Occupy Movement Gains Momentum

Cortez

EDITOR

'ou may not have
heard about this
but there has been
disobedience brewing
| quite a few really
ities along the United
as of late. They stem
a movement that
d in New York City
Occupy Wall Street,
mgoing demonstration
as originally proposed
enough by a magazine,
iters, published by the
iters Media Foundation
itself on running an
isement free antiimerist
magazine
proposed a peaceful
iation at Wall Street
d mid-July. According
magazine's editor "it
lea] was taken up by all
|:ople of the world."
demonstration
|ltly remains leaderless
the primary demand
was
clear,
"A
ential
commission
:parate money from
.." Depending on the
though you can get
of reasons as to what
12 want and why they are

protesting. Demands named
have included raising taxes
on the rich, ending corporate
welfare, protecting Medicare
and Social Security to more
extreme demands such as
elimination of the Federal
Reserve and the dismantling
of the military-industrial
complex.
But the question remains
as to whether or not there
really is a reason to protest.
According to Lawrence Lessig
a political activist who is also
a professor at Harvard Law
School, money and politics are
tied and what the protestors
are saying is right, "Wall
Street's money has corrupted
this democracy. What they
are demanding is right: An
end to that corruption."
Many of the protestors
point to an unfair and unjust
income
inequality
that
exists in the United States.
Emmanuel Saez, a professor
at UC Berkeley, concluded
in a study that, "As of 2007
the top decile percent [1%] of
American earners pulled in
49-7 percent of total wages,"
a level, "that's higher than any
other year since 1917."
So what then do we
do, deregulate, convert to
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socialism, raise taxes, lower
taxes or increase social
programs? The indecisiveness
and complete clash of opinions
taking place in American
politics today can be seen in a
physical manifestation in the

{ MEETINGS

j

Thursdays at the
Morris Chapel
I Classrom at noon

Editorial policy
1 Editorial comments
reflect the views
and opinions
of the majority
of the Pacifican
; editorial board,
unless personally
signed. The views
S of the Pacifican
i are not reflected in
advertising, letters to
the editor, or in any
j articles.

Vishal Vasavda, Natalie B.
Compton, Danielle Procope,
EDITORS
| The Pacifican
FranShawn Croft, Jesse
brtez
Voelkert, Taiyn Porter, Summer | reserves the right to
Ono
Irvin, Kat McAllister, Mitchell
i edit all submitted
Woerner
! materials for length,
i factual information,
I libel, and clarity,
j All letters to the
sted in advertising?
| editor must have a
pacificanads@pacific.edu
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Letters to the
Editor must be
submitted by
Sunday at noon to
be considered for
the next week's
publication.
Letters can
be emailed to
pacificaneditors@
pacific.edu. All
letters must
include a first and
last name and an
email address for
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The editor of The
Pacifican reserves
the right to edit
or withhold from
publication any
letter for any
reason. Once
received, all
letters become the
possession of The
Pacifican staff.
Letters reflect the
opinion of the
author and do
not necessarily
reflect that of The
Pacifican or its
staff members.

Occupy Wall street movement
whose agenda has been open
to opinions and votes online.
Obviously the answer for the
United States is not clear
but one thing can be deemed
certain: that there is a reason

to have fear and protest the
fact that the United States
population can easily be
divided between the super
rich and everyone else.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Hello,
I just looked out my window and noticed the rock has been painted blue
and gold and reads "UC Merced, Est. 2005."
The rivalry begins?
Scott Larwood, PhD, PE
Visiting Assistant Professor
Mechanical Engineering
RESPONSE: RIVALRY

Dear Dr. Larwood,
Thank you for pointing that out to anyone that did not notice it this past
week! It is shocking that another university would tag "The Rock," when it
has so much cultural significance to the Pacific community.
"The Rock" was actually dedicated to Pacific's engineers on May 11,1985
and has since then long withstood spray painting from various groups
on campus. According to Pacific's website, "The Rock found its way onto
Pacific's campus one St. Patrick's Day in the 1960s. Two creative engineering
students, Marc Goto '61 andFawziAl-Saleh'62, wanted to make their mark,
so they drove to Placerville, loaded an enormous boulder into a truck, and
upon returning to campus, positioned it in front of the building now known
as Khoury Hall."
Because so many Pacific organizations have such fond memories of
"The Rock" and have had such enjoyable experiences with it, it is now only
appropriate that we all should stand up and defend our symbol of Pacific
community, "The Rock!"
So, let the games begin!
Allyson Seals
Editor-in-Chief
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We, the 99%, Must Fight
a violent, extremist mob?
Almost every mainstream
media outlet. CNBC, CNN,
and Fox News are among the
For three weeks Wall stations that have criticized
Street has been occupied by the movement.They call them
thousands of people. They anarchists, they don't know
are people from all walks what they're protesting about,
of life. They are the 99% or they're anti-American.
movement. Not only are they They're either bums without
Mitchell Woerner
STAFF WRITER

to stifle and delegitimize this
movement, they carry on each
day.
Many Republicans and
media anchors will call this
class warfare, and say that the
richest people and the largest
banks are "job creators." If
this is the case then where are
the jobs? I'll tell you where

between the two movements.
While I do think the Tea
Party movement has many
legitimate concerns, and
includes people with real
issues, it's not nearly as
grassroots as some people
would call it. It is largely
funded by many corporate
front groups such
as

behind it: Facebook,
and Reddit. Every life
tweet, every vote mai
movement grow. As s
we may not have the
to go to Sacramento
York by our own mea
through these outlets
make this movemer.:
Here is a portion of

FIRST OFF
THEY HAVE !
MESSAGE!
©'Origin;
Re pro'd uction.'rights.o bta i r
jwyjw..Ca.rtop.nSt:

Occupy Together

Protest signs from Occupy Chicago in front of a bank

occupying Wall Street, but
cities all around the countryWashington D.C., Boston,
Sacramento,
Houston,
Seattle, Los, Angeles, and San
Francisco. People are tired of
waiting for people in Congress
to hold Wall Street and the
top one percent accountable.
The trickle-down economics
haven't worked and neither
have the tax cuts, bailouts,
and the petty reforms put out
by Congress and the Obama
administration. If I wasn't in
school, I would be there with
them.
The Occupy movement has
gained a lot of support and
also a lot of criticism. Union
leaders, and progressives
from across the country have
come out, encouraging the
protestors. However, for every
supporter they gain, another
dissenter joins the crowd.
Who's calling this movement,

jobs or rich college kids.
As House Republican Eric
Cantor puts it the people
that have supported the
movement "condoned the
pitting of Americans against
Americans."
I honestly don't care what
these anchors are saying
because I know why they're
saying it: they are afraid.
Finally after decades of
money going to the top one
percent of the country, the
American people have had
enough. They are tired of the
injustice and have begun to
peacefully protest around
the country. Despite all, cops
have started to beat people
and pepper spray others. Just
search YouTube and you can
find clips of the NYPD doing
exactly what I describe to you.
These people haven't given
up though. Despite the cops,
or the corporate media trying

they went.They went overseas
to countries around the world
where workers are exploited
in order to make cheaper
goods. Then they offshore
their profits and don't pay
taxes. When they go bankrupt
they ask to be bailed out by our
money, and then continue to
give bonuses to the CEOS that
drove them to bankruptcy,
while millions of Americans
lose their jobs. The system
in place no longer works for
us anymore. It benefits large
corporations that have bought
out politicians and rigged
all realms of public policy
to work for them. Now the
people are mad as hell and
they are marching around the
country.
The people on Wall Street
gambled and when they lost
they took the economy down
with them. There are a lot of
comparisons between this
and the Tea Party. Both are
grassroots movements that
have seemingly popped up
out of nowhere. However,
therp arp crimp kev differences

Freedom Works, the Heritage
Foundation, and Americans
for
Prosperity.
Koch
Industries, one of the largest
corporations in America, has
largely funded the Tea Party
and many of its protests.
The Tea Party movement
has been hijacked by many
establishment Republicans
and corporations. Another is
that Occupy Wall Street has
had a much higher approval
rating than the Tea Party
with 33% approving Occupy
Wall Street, while only 25%
of Americans support the
Tea Party. Also, the media
has had completely different
reactions. The Tea Party
received a much more positive
reaction from just about every
media outlet, while Occupy
Wall Street has largely been
dismissed because of its
negative attitude towards
Wall Street and the top one
percent.
I end on one final note. Join
this movement in whatever
way you can. This is strong
because of the social media

Wall Street's first St ..
To the people oft

We, the New 1
General
occupying Wall
Liberty Square, _
assert your power
your right to
assemble; occur
space; create ar:
address the pro:
face, and generat
accessible to
To all commur
take action a*
groups in the
direct democrat
support, doca
and all of the re;
our disposal. Jo:
make your voice;
You can find th
statement at
cc/2011/09/30
of-the-occupat
york-city/. Let's
and fight for our
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Violent Rape Goes
Without Consequence

MONEY MATTERS

Jobs

may not take you seriously.
Do not put your life story on
there. Evaluators' give about
Vishal Vasavda
10 seconds worth of time to
STAFF WRITER
evaluate your vitae, so make
State Police announced i
Folks, we go to school in it worth every second. Put a
the
state
police
spokesman,
Danielle Procope
Stockton. Luckily, we are young. mission statement, that's about
was quoted telling The why it had suspended its
STAFF WRITER
sentences,
describing
Associated Press, "From the investigation into this j If we were truly older and two
what
you
eventually
hope to
case.
Rather
than
its
initial
independent,
we'd
have
to
rely
On August 16th, at Abia look of things, I don't think
accomplish.
stance
of
the
illegitimacy
on
the
mercy
of
the
San
Joaquin
such
a
thing
happened."
State University in Nigeria,
Below
that
put
your
County job market.
an unidentified woman However, this is difficult to of the video, they insisted
education,
most
recent
first
Well
what's
so
bad
about
that
the
girl
had
consented
between the age of 16 and assert taking into account
that? It's teeming with jobs, (e.g. University of the Pacific,
22 was repeatedly raped the wide dissemination of to the sexual activity. J.G.
right? No. Not at all. In fact, a NOT UOP), and your graduation
Micloth,
the
Assistant
the
video
evidence.
by five men. This appalling
rough way to judge how many year in the rightmost end. If
Commissioner
of
Police,
is
Although,
university
event was videotaped and
quoted as saying
jobs there are available in this is a work vitae, then focus
that he did not
Stockton, believe it or not, is to it on work experience, and
look at all of the job listings on accomplishments. Chances are
see the young lady
Craigslist. Craigslist? Really, they don't care you got a 4.0 g.p.a.
resist the rape.
Vishal? The same Craigslist with in sophomore standard of high
Theindifference
the rather amusing personal school. With that said, update
is indicative of
ads? Yes. That's the one! This your vitae once a semester,
Nigeria's general
of course is a very rough gauge adding any accomplishments, or
attitude towards
on our market, but if you take a significant experiences.
rape. There is a
Keeping your vitae one page
look, last week (October 4, 2011)
tendency to blame
there were about 100 listings, is difficult," and though most
the victim rather
ranging from October 1 to the people advise it, I'd say keep it
than the attackers,
4th.
Seems like a lot Vishal, I about 1.5 pages. Basically, keep
to insist that the
don't see the problem. Looking it short, simple, and to the point.
rape is actually
in more deeply, however, and Also, embellishment is okay!
consensual
sex
you'll see that most require a Everyone does it. For example,
or to belittle the
bachelor's, are out of the city, which sounds better?
crime by blaming
"Bower's
Law
Firm :
and some are plain scams.
the woman for
Secretary"
or
"Bower's
Law
So whittling it down, I counted
provoking
or
Firm:
Executive
assistant
to
about
15
plausible
ones,
for
angering the men.
college students. 15.1 emphasise Chief of Firm". This is a rough
There is also an
15 for a reason. Let's assume example, but I think it get s the
underreporting of
that in the whole population of message across. Though you
rape in Nigeria.
SJ
county's young adults (our have to keep it simple, don't
Perhaps in part
because it isn't ! age) goes to either Pacific and just say "I answered the phone."
believed
that i San Joaquin Delta College. Frankly anyone can answer
reporting
the | Together that's roughly 22,000 the phone, so this does not say
people. So if say all 22000 anything about you. You have
crime will reap any
were to look on Craigslist, and to put things in your Vitae that
conclusive results,
all 22000 applied for 15 posts make you stand out. If you would
but also because
(assuming one person accepted like an example of some vitae's,
rape
victims
per post), we would have a email me at v_vasavda@u.
are likely to be
pacific.edu, and I will be sure to
0.068% acceptance rate.
shunned in their
help.
Vishal,
we
can't
gauge
it
like
communities.
.
that. There are so many more JOES:
Rape victims who
Now onto the actual job
variables you haven't taken into
speak out are likely
account! That is true. These are portion. With the Craigslist
to receive a second
extremely rough estimates, with example mentioned previously,
victimization by
distributed
within the and government officials
some unrealistic assumptions. we Pacifican's have a luxury
and
being marginalized
„
University and eventually have treated this case demeaned.
However, even so, if you compare called TigerJobs, which is
In 2009, there
throughout the internet. On with dismissal there has were 1,952 reported cases
this to the postings in Ixis great. Once you get your Vitae
the video, the men can be been a plethora of support of rape. However, Amnesty
Angeles, or the Silicon Valley, approved by a career counselor,
heard taunting and insulting for this woman. Several International
our market does not come close. one can go on Tigerjobs via
believes
organizations
her. The victim pleads to women's
Either way, we applicants have insidepacific and start searching
that these numbers are
be left alone, and later she and human rights groups "sporadic, piecemeal, and
to stick out on our applications, for available posts. Post your
even repeatedly begs to be have advocated upon this inconsistent in a nation of
because chances are if you have vitae, and soon enough people
killed rather than having to woman'sbehalfbycriticizing
applied, so have 50 others, just will contact you. It's good to
million people."
endure the humiliation and the unresponsiveness of 150Rape
like you, waiting for a job. So have a couple of things with you
cannot continue
pain any further. The men's the police and University.
how do you find a job, and how while on your job search. A list
to be taboo and therefore,
Organizations that fight
only response is to laugh.
is below:
do you properly stand out?
against HIV
and AIDS have undiscussed,
mv auuiuw
——
. despite
. *•
, its
.
Despite
the againsi
1. Vitae
CURRICULUM
VITAE:
2. Letters of recommendation
corroborating evidence and also supported this woman, prevalence. Victims need to
This is also colloquially
On October 4th,hundreds be respected and suppo'^Pj
3. Available work schedule
the horrific nature of the
known as a Resume or a CV.
rather
than
blamed
Many have the first, but the
attack, nearly two months of Nigerians in Abia, Abuja,
However,
in
order
to
stick
out
for being the target of
latter
two are missing. If you
have passed, and justice and Lagos marched against
on an application, don't title it
violence. The fact that this
are
prepared,
have a letter that
has not been served. The the indifference that exists atrocious crime has been
"Resume" or "CV" but rather use
praises
your
accomplishments
five men have not been in prosecuting this case.
the old-fashioned "Curriculum
recorded and distributed,
(preferably one from college,
arrested. University and Also, on October 6th,
Vitae."
A
good
Vitae
will
be
in
demonstrates the lack of
state government officials approximately 300 women
a very clean, professional font not your high school), and a
Abia,
Anambra, concern the attackers have
have even gone so far as to from
(no Comic Sans or Wingdings tangible, typed out schedule ot
of being served justice. This
deny the video's validity. Ebonyi, Enugu, and Imo, must
for that matter...), preferably a available hours, you will be set,
be rectified through a
Mr. Theodore Orji, the Abia were stopped by state police
Times, Helvetica, Serif, Georgia, and will stand out, compared to
revision of Nigerian laws in
for
protesting
at
the
state
state governor, denies that
Tacoma, etc. Don't do Arial Bold the person with just a vitae. Bes
an effort to deter this sort of
the attack took place at all capital.
Black, or Comic Sans, or any of of luck, fellow Tigers.
On October 6th, two days crime in the future and to
despite the video evidence
those "fun" fonts. The evaluator
Also, Geoffrey Ogbonna, after this event, the Abia further protect women.

LIFESTYLES

LIFESTYLES
How to Be Sassy But
Still Look Classy

Brianne Nemiroff
LIFESTYLES EDITOR

Allyson Seals

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

ADVICE FOR WOMEN:

ADVICE FOR MEN:

ADVICE FOR COUPLES:

If you choose to wear animal
ears, wear them alongside a
tasteful outfit. Leggings, a top
that covers more than just
what's necessary, and playful
accessories are a must. Forget
the see-through bottoms,
spandex and ripped pantyhose
at home. Remember, no one
wants to be "that girl" in
the pictures (especially for
prospective employers)!

Be yourself! Don't try too
hard to be "macho," funny,
or scary! When you go
too overboard with your
costume, it actually could
freak some girls out! No girl
wants to talk to a guy that
doesn't even know what he
is. Stick with what you know
best—even if that means
dressing as a Teenage Ninja
Turtle instead of a politician.
Be approachable!

Do not go overboard! If
you MUST wear couples'
costumes, leave out the
creepy and the perverted
outfits. You both may find it
funny, but your boss may not
find the gross "inside-joke"
outfits humorous when he is
scanning your Facebook page
the night after Halloween!

Do this.

Do this.

Do this.

The timeless "bee" costume—fun
& flirty!

Not this.

Halloweencostumes.net

Robin Hood costume designed to
help attract Maid Marion!

Not this.

Soda Head

Paris Hilton wearing a scandalous
bunny costume in public.

Bubbl Bride

Couple having fun playing the classic
Pnncess Peach & Mario!

Not this.

Hill Billy Electronics

The eerie Grim Reaper costume
intended to attract goblins &ghoifls

Plus Size Halloween Couples Costumes

The

over-the-top "pW
socket costumes.

20

"Get Closer" to
Keith Urban

8PEC1AL SECTION: HALLOWEEN

Costume Craze

OCTOBER 13,

&

For those of you who read
my articles (and I thank
you), I stated in a column a
few weeks ago that I never
go to big areas because it's
a waste of money to .pay to
get anywhere near the stage.
But thanks to Craigslists and
desperate last minute sellers,
I was able to purchase tickets
for much cheaper and gave
in to be in the same vicinity
as Keith Urban for three
hours. I was only twenty-five
rows from the stage but got a
chance to "get closer" when
he moved to a small stage set
up in the middle of the. floor
seats. My twenty-fifth row
center seats instantly became
fifth row center. Since he was
also there to please more fans
than just me, he also moved to
another set-up in the middle
of the upper risers.
During the performance,
he gave away three signed
guitars, threw guitar picks
into the audience, hugged
a bride-to-be, and brought
up four fans to sing "Kiss a
Girl" with him on stage. More
performers worry more about
their security than anything
else; but Keith proved that
he cares more about his fans.
Whatever seats you could
afford, he made it worth the
money. Keith played for two
and a half hours and still kept
you wanting more.
I've been to approximately
fifteen concerts in my life
and this show, despite the
arena, was one of the best. He
was sweet, personable, and
an outstanding performer.
Although I could have done
without the drunk performers
attempting to stand up while
"singing" "Kiss a Girl" and

all of the girls mouthing " <
my G-d" on the big scre<
if they got to touch hi:
Keith's presence made all tl

stupidity irrelevant.
Just as with great pov»
comes great responsibi". it
with a country heartth r
comes screaming teenage gir
and drunken divorcees. If vc
haven't had a chance to he.
any of Keith Urban's mus;
check him out on iTunes
Amazon.com. Even thoug
he is country, he still play s - guitar like an 80s rock sta
His music has the abilir. :
tug at anyone's heartstri r. _
and can turn anyone into
Urbanite overnight.

LIFESTYLES
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Real
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Steel:Story
The of a Father,

Son...and Robots

of the Week

were adjusted to add more
yellows and reds to appear
more rural and gritty, giving

Brianne Nemiroff
_IFESTYI.ES EDITOR

When
most
jeople think of
I ugh
Jackman,
Volverine comes
o mind. The usual
haracter in which
tie is typecasted
> the man's man
lthough still a
lopeless romantic.
>o seeing him
ilay an ex-boxer
a futuristic
ilm where robots
lave
• replaced
luman boxers is
lot far from his
isual typecasting.
Although boxers
ire normally on
he leaner side,
ackman is still
miked up as if
le was playing
Volverine.)
My family is a
lg fan of Hugh
ackman,
my
riother the biggest
n of all, so I have
jeen the majority
f his filmography.
eal Steel is sure to be an
jddition to our collection. I
I ad gone into the theatre with
low expectations being as the
I 'ailer seemed analogous to
a Rock'em-Sock'em Robots™
lommercial, but luckily I
I ;ft witliout regrets about
I pending the money on my
I cket.
From the beginning, the
I stablishing shots of the
Imdscape * were beautiful.
• he color palates of the film

Unlike other recent films,
which seem to be using
abstract shots or close-ups
for
no
apparent
reason, this film's
cinematography
was also' done very
well. When we were
supposed to connect
with the character's
emotion, we had
close-ups. When we
were supposed to
see the impact or
the support, or lackthereof, of the crowd,
we had wide-angle
shots that panned over
the entire set. A lot
of filmmakers forget
that close-ups bring
you
uncomfortably
close to a character
and should be used
sparingly.
Luckily,
Real Steel did it right.
Because I had
expected worse, the
stoiy was not awful.
It was, however,
predictable. It's no
different than any
other underdog story.
They just took the
DreamWorks story of Rocky, put in
the in the recent future,
a proper setting to his life
on the road. During the and made the lead actor one of
scenes where the robots were People's sexiest men alive. All
fighting (mainly indoors), the in all, it was a decent film, the
palates favored blue to give tone and setting were perfect,
even the robot's surroundings and, for once, the child actor
metallic environment. has had acting lessons prior to
a
Adding to the metallic the film. Considering all of the
texture, was the prominence garbage that releases in the
of the electric instruments Fall prior to awards season,
used in the soundtrack giving I would highly recommend
the soundtrack a range going to see Reel Steel, if not
from country to moments of at least to see Wolverine do
another uppercut, sans claws.
symphonic metal.

Summer Irvin
STAFF WRITER

Are you sick of people wearing their pajamas to
class? Be spotted on campus wearing your most
fashionable outfit this fall and you could be the
next"look of the week!
NAME: Jeff Chen
MAJOR: Business Marketing
YEAR: Junior
FASHION ICON: The Kardashians
FAVORITE DESIGNER: Armani Exchange
FAVORITE STORE: Zara
FAVORITE ITEM IN CLOSET: Peacoat Topman Jacket
ONE WORD TO DESCRIBE YOUR STYLE: Gay-chic

NUTRICAT'S CORNER

iasy Eating From The Grove:
Dinner Choices

lexandra Caspero

HMPUS DIETITIAN

Eating on the run doesn't

I ave to mean fast food, chips,

lad candy. The Grove offers
llenty of healthy grab-and-go
Bptions. For dinner, pick up a
I re-made sandwich from the
3 eli case. Whole wheat bread
lith turkey and cheese and a

piece of fruit is a nice balanced Appetit's soups, especially
choice. The deli case also has the Tomato basil, lentil, and
pre-made salads, hummus vegetarian chili. Try one of
packs, yogurt, cottage cheese, the to-go meal options, a slice
and string cheese. These can of pizza and a side salad, or a
be combined for a full dinner baked potato.
Having a limited night
or paired with a sandwich or
can of soup for a lighter meal. schedule doesn't give you a
Check the freezer section free pass to eat M&M's and
for quick hot options. Amy's Doritos for dinner in class.
frozen meals are both healthy Try swinging by the Grove for
and delicious. Heat them up a fast, healthy option to fuel
in the microwave and head to your brain and nourish your
class! If you need more food, body!
Want more dining tips?
try adding a Kind bar, Luna
Friend
NutriCat on facebook!
bar, apple, or cup of soup
Lastly, the hot section is What topics do you want to
an easy choice on a cold day. see? Email nutricat@pacific.
NutriCat is a big fan of Bon edu

Upcoming Student Events
Thursday, 10/13
Movie: I Ixive You Phillip
Morns

Friday 10/14 to
Sunday 10/16

Friday, 10/14

Catholic Mass

8-toPM IN THE JANET LEIGH
THEATRE

Cardboard Regatta

3-6:30PM AT THE KJELDSEN
POOL

Movie: Pirates of theCar-

nhean-On Stranger Tides
8-10PM IN THE JANET
LEIGH THEATRE

Midnight Mania

to-J 2AM AT THE ALEX G.
SPANOS CENTER

Parents Weekend

Sunday, 10/16
8- to PM AT MORRIS
CHAPEL

Tuesday, 10/18
Open Mic Night

8-10 PM ATTHE LAIR

Wednesday, 10/19
Karaoke

8-30 PM AT THE LAIR

SPORTS
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SPORTS

T I G E R Hue Jackson Leads
Raiders Post-AI Davis
Pacific Alumnus Helps Distraught Pranchise
Pick up the Pieces After Unthinkable Loss
Ruben Dominguez

SCHE DULE
THUR, OCTOBER 13 - WED, OCTOBER 19
@ Baun Fitness Center

10/13:
12:05-12:50 PM -- Yoga (WR)
4:00-5:00 PM - Piloxing (WR)
5:15-6:15 PM --WalkFit (FD)
5:30-6:30 PM -- indoor Cycle (RR)
6:30-7:30 PM - Zumba (WR)
6:40-7:00 PM -- Awesome Abs (RR)
10/14:
6:30-7:15 AM
4:00-5:00 PM
5:15-6:30 PM

Express Cycle (RR)
Zumba (WR)
Yoga (WR)

10/15:
6:45-7:15 AM -- Jump Start (WR)
7:30-8:30 AM -- Fit & Funtional (WR)
12:05-12:50 PM -- Pi-Yo (WR)
4:00-5:00 PM - Core Cycle (RR)
5:05-6:20 PM - Yoga (WR)
6:30-7:30 PM -- TurboKick (WR)
10/16:
12:05-12:50 PM -- Yoga (WR)
4:00-5:00 PM -- Piloxing (WR)
5:15-6:15 PM --WalkFit (FD)
5:30-6:30 PM -- Indoor Cycle (RR)
6:30-7:30 PM -- Swing Dance (WR)
6:40-7:00 PM -- Awesome Abs (RR)

SPORTS EDITOR

In the last 24 years of his
life, Oakland Raiders owner
A1 Davis hired and fired nine
different head coaches. In
the aftermath of Davis' tragic
death on the morning of
Saturday, October 8,2011, the
tenth coach may have proved
that he was the man Davis had
been searching for all along
those 24 years.
Pacific Alum Hue Jackson,
now 3-2 as the Raiders head
coach, was faced with dealing
with the shock and sadness
of losing the man who hired
him, a man whom Jackson
called
"Coach". Jackson
and the team found out
about Davis' passing the day
before their game against the
Houston Texans, one of the
top teams in the AFC. Looked
to as a symbol of strength in
this tough time, Jackson led
his emotional team to play for
their beloved owner.
In a game that was as
emotional and dramatic,
the Raiders did what their
owner told the team to do
many years ago, "Just win,
baby", upsetting the Texans
25-20 with a last-second
interception in the endzone.
Not just before the game,
but before every single NFL
game that week, teams
observed a moment of silence
for Davis. The Raiders wore
helmet stickers with the name
"AT to honor the deceased

Davis. Davis left an even
bigger impression on the
game by the athletes that won
the game for the Raiders.
Three of Davis' most
questionable first
round
draft picks came through on
Sunday. Kicker Sebastian
Janikowski, taken in the
2000 draft, drilled four field
goals, three of which were
50 yards or more. Wide
reciever
Darius-Heyward
Bey (2009) caught a 34-yard
touchdown pass to give the
Raiders their first lead of the
game. Safety Michael Huff
(2006) intercepted Texans
quarterback Matt Schuab to
seal the victory.
"They weren't going to
stop fighting," Jackson stated
after the dramatic finish, "We
truly, honestly believed that
Coach was here with us today.
I believe that wholeheartedly.
I know he's looking down on
this team and he's with us
every step of the way."
After the victory, Jackson
kneeled down on the Raiders
sideline, covering his face
with his hands, crying over
the loss of his friend and his
team coming through to win
the game for their late owner.
The
post-game scene
was even more emotional.
Defensive tackle Desmond
Bryant lifted his open arms
up to the sky as if saying "This
one's for you, Al". Cornerback
Mike Mitchell ran down
the tunnel under the field
screaming Davis' famous

phrase "Just win Bnt>N
In the locker roo n1 J;
gave a very emotio1
impassioned speech
team.
1x1
"Losing that
me more than yc'u
Jackson told the 11
you know what? It's xl '
you—he loves you
c
like he loves this
staff and this orgar.
And that man ... th^
hell of a job by yo u .
Huff. But Al Davis
hands on that ballDespite the win, th t
looks uncertain for -J
and the Raiders orgar.
Davis made most, if
<
the major decisions - J
most of the major
within the executive = t
ownership will fall r o
wife Carol and his sc > 1
who has expressed
in running the team .
roster spots, d r a f t p i c
k e y p e r s o n a l d e ci s :
appears as though
will be the man to T~e ;
Jackson, like
th —
must get over this wi rr
The next few game be winnable for t h e F
who are contenders
AFC for the first tim e i 7
time. During this tou g;
at least the Raiders
on the stability and
leadership shown
Jackson, the former
Tiger, as they head
future, the first
(After Davis).

10/17:
6:30-7:15 AM -- Express Cycle (RR)
7:30-8:30 AM -- Fit & Funtional (WR)
12:05-12:50 PM -- Power Sculpt (WR)
4:00-5:00 PM - Zumba (WR)
5:15-6:15 PM - Yoga (WR)
6:30-7:30 PM -- Barre (WR)
FD ~ Front Desk
RR - Rubber Room
WR - Wood Room

CBS
Geo
Oakland Raiders head coach and Pacific Alum Hue Jackson (above, left) was inconsolable after his tea
last-second win over the Houston Texans. The Raidershonored theirformer owner Al Davis, who died Sat 13 A
~
with stickers on their helmets during the game, like the one on quarterback Jason Campbell (above jAd
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Pacific Falls 180-106 at UC Davis In Opener
touched first in the 200 Back Kelsey Crowder in the 200
with a time of 2:08.24. Senior IM (2:16.67). Shahaf and
The Pacific women's Jayme Swalin won the 500 Crowder were both making
swimming team fell to UC Free, clocking in at 5:05.93, their Pacific debuts.
Junior
Becca Wyant
Davis 180-106 in its season while fellow senior Elena
and Mountain Pacific Sports Walterman claimed the top claimed third place in the
Federation opener Thursday, spot in the 100 Fly (57.57). 50 Free with a time of 24.91.
Pacific's final top finish came Also finishing
third were
Oct. 6.
The Tigers drop to 0-1 (0-1 courtesy of Allie Vetterlein, McGowan, who touched the
MPSF) with the loss while as the junior won the 200IM wall at 2:23.31 in the 200
Breast, and Vetterlein, who
the Aggies improve to 1-0 with a time of 2:09.41.
The final event of the clocked in at 59.59 in the
(1-0 MPSF).
Pacific's 200 Medley Relay meet saw the Orange and 100 Fly. Freshman Shannon
team, comprised of freshman Black's 400 Free Relay Mack, in her first meet as a
Dekel
Shahaf,
juniors team, made up of Swalin, Tiger, finished third in the
Mallory McGowan and Allie Shahaf, sophomore Hayley 200 IM (2:18.66).
Pacific will welcome their
Vetterlein, and sophomore Shillington, and McGowan,
MaryElla Randall, kicked off claim the top spot, touching alumni back to Kjeldsen Pool
this Saturday, Oct. 8, at 10
the meet with a second-place the wall at 3:37.86.
Other meet highlights a.m. The Tigers then host
finish, touching the wall in
included
second-place the annual Pacific Invite over
1:46.89.
The Tigers had multiple finishes by Shahaf in the 100 Oct. 14 and 15, which will
swimmers claim first place Back (58.33) and the 100 Fly serve as their official home
in their respective events. (58.40), Randall in the 50 opener.
Sophomore Shelby Bolin Free (24.00), and freshman
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News and Notes
MEN'S WATER POLO: #6 Pacific traveled to Long Beach,
CA to participate in the 2011 SoCal Tournament, which took
place October 1-2. After defeating #11 Loyola Marymount
9-6 in the opener, the Tigers would lose back-to-back games
against #3 Cal and #8 UC Santa Barbara by a combined three
goals. The Santa Barbara game went into overtime. Pacific
would respond in the finale, defeating #5 Pepperdine 11-9 in
overtime to finish seventh out of sixteen teams. Most recently,
the Tigers handily took care of UC Davis on October 7 by a
score of 1-5. Pacific will next head to Pepperdine to complete
the season trilogy on Sunday, October 16. The teams met for
the first time in the NorCal Tournament, with Pepperdine
winning 14-11.
CROSS COUNTRY: The Tigers ran in the Triton Classic in

San Diego, CA on October 8. Freshman Katie Castro finished
17th overall with a time of 23:44. Pacific will next head to Santa
Clara for the 5K Bronco Invitational Saturday, October 15.
MEN'S GOLF: After the cancellation of the Husky

Invitational, Pacific will next travel to Fairfax, CA to compete
in Alister MacKenzie, which is scheduled October 17-18.
FIELD HOCKEY: Pacific took a three-game Virginia road
trip over the weekend. The Tigers fell to Longwood 3-2 in
overtime October 6, were defeated by Richmond 6-0 on
October 8, and lost to Virginia Commonwealth 3-0 on October
9. The team will travel to Stanford Friday, October 14.
WOMEN'S SOCCER: Pacific took on UC Riverside on

October 9, falling to the Highlanders 1-0. The Tigers will next
head north to UC Davis on Thursday, October 13.
TENNIS: After a week off for both the Men's and Women's

The Tigers kicked off the 2011 season on Thursday.

Athletic Media Relations

Tennis Teams, the Tigers will return to action this weekend.
The Men's Team will head to San Francisco for the Battle of
the Bay Classic October 14-16. The Women's Team will take
part in the Saint Mary's College Invitational October 13-16.

2011 NorCal College Basketball Media Day Luncheon Highlights
Ruben Dominguez

SPORTS EDITOR

The Pacific, Sacramento
State, and UC Davis Men's and
Women's Basketball Programs
held a joint college basketball
media day lunchecon at The
Old Spaghetti Factory in
Downtown Sacramento on
Monday, October 10, and
The Pacifican was there to
observe it all. Each school was
represented by both the Men's
and Women's Basketball head
coaches, as well as members
of both teams and members
of each school's media.
Juniors Jordan Turner and
Kendall Rodriguez were
Pacific's
representatives.
In addition, Pacific Athletic
Director Ted Leland was in
attendance. Mike Millerick,
Assistant Athletic Director
for Communications, was the
master of ceremonies. Here
are some of the highlights
from the Pacific coaches'
statements.

Pacific Women's Basketball Head Coach Lvnne Roberts
"We have a lot of new players this year. We lost two starters from last year. They chose to leave the school for
personal reasons."
.
"I don't have too many questions about this team. We are deeper and more athletic then we were last year
"So far this is the most fun I've had coaching at Pacific. Hopefully I'll still be able to say that at the end of the year.
"We're going to UConn on November 15th and we're hosing Florida on December 9. We have a very tough nonconference schedule."
"There are a lot of unknowns in the Big West this year. When we get to conference play, we definitely have a chance
to do some good things. It will be exciting."

Pacific Men's Basketball Head Coach Bob Thomason
"This is the fewest amount of returning players in my history of coaching at Pacific. We have 39 points left fron last
year's team. Not 39 points per game. 39 points."
,
,
0u^,,ia
"I've had a lot of ran this offseason tweaking the offense and defense. We have three point guards, so that should
lead to some creative things on offense"
,»
r,
"We have lots of depth this year. We also have a lot of size. We had a redshirt freshman who s something like 71
and 218 pounds. We also have a new center."
. ,.
"We have a long ways away, but we have the potential to have a good season. I've coached teams ranked sixtn in 1
beginning and go on to win the conference. We're ranked like sixth of seventh right now. Rankings don t mattei, a
least in the preseason anyway."
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Women's Volleyball Sweeps Dig Pink Gam<

Pacific Trounces Northridon ,3-1

Tigers Sweep UC Riverside

Sara Menees

Although the Tigers were at a
disadvantage at the beginning of set
Pacific women's volleyball team three with the Matadors leading 4 played against Cal State Northridge 10' Megan Birch, Sophomore, entered
Matadors last Friday October 7th the game and had three kills which give
Pac
c
2011
04.
j- at 7PM
'in . in the Alex G. Spanos
spanos u 'h momentum to gradually catch
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C Pacific TArCVT".
for the season, the Tigers got a great 11/1-1
4_15
won the point and ties 4-U
the«
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(AAUW) Stockton were also present ball alive and won another point with
1!—
Hrtnkla Kl/snlr
, 1 on
at the match to support Pacific's a double
block. TThe
crowd3 stood
women athletes.
their feet cheering, anticipating the
In the first set, Tigers took the first next point which Pacific managed to
three points of the game to give them snatch with another double block.
a lead of 3-1 against the Matadors
Finally at 35-33 the Tigers won the
A combination of blocks, service third set putting them at an advantage
errors and kills allowed Pacific to in the game.
maintain a 3 point lead average
"Amazing" was Sean de Rooy reply
making the Matadors called a time when asked what he thought about
pUtKat l$~ 12; Following the time out, the third set. His friend David Ofer
Gabby Cowden, Junior, served two agrees. "They played great" Ofer
consecutive service aces giving Pacific comments on the Pacific women's
wonT" l31"!61" advanta§e- Pacific volleyball team, "they used up the
r k 11 at 25'23 ^th a kill from people on the bench which was nice
Rebekah Torres, Senior.
They got everything going and then
The second set started with both they came back from a big lead. I think
^ms makingkills that tied the game that win came from all the players."
at 2-2 Pacific snuck in a tip hoping to
The fourth set proved to be vet
ake the lead but Matadors maS another win for Pacific at 25 - 11 thus
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